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ABSTRACT 
In bluff body-stabilized flames, a variety of physical phenomena contribute to the flame 
destabilization as lean blowoff is approached.  These effects include increased strain on 
the flame shear layers, decreased attenuation of Bénard-von Kármán vortex shedding, 
and the presence of thermoacoustic instabilities.  Lean, bluff body-stabilized flames 
were studied in an enclosed rectangular-duct, turbulent combustion rig with a triangular 
flame holder under vitiated conditions with both symmetric and asymmetric fuel 
distributions.  Air and fuel flows within the rig were characterized using a PIV system 
and a continuous emissions gas analyzer, respectively.   
High-speed videos of these flames undergoing blowoff were taken to serve as the 
primary data source for analysis.  To examine the effects of Bénard-von Kármán vortex 
instabilities and local strain-induced extinctions on the lean blowoff process, proper 
orthogonal decomposition (POD) algorithms were applied to the frames of the high-
speed videos.  POD mode shapes representing each of these phenomena were 
extracted and the relative contributions of these mode shapes were plotted over time 
as the flame approaches blowoff.  Time-series analysis was also performed on a trace of 
the pressure oscillations and POD mode coefficients for a preliminary examination of 
the relevant acoustic influence on the blowoff event.   
For future application to the turbulent combustion rig, a tunable diode laser absorption 
spectroscopy (TDLAS) system was developed.  A TDL with a center wavelength in the 
near infrared region was simultaneously scanned across absorption lines of H2O and CO2 
ix 
 
to obtain temperature and species concentration data.  A McKenna Flat Flame burner 
was used to create a calibration environment for these measurements.  Both direct and 
wavelength-modulated spectroscopy methods are examined, and their respective 
viability for use in the combustion rig is discussed. 
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1 Motivation 
When premixed combustion occurs, it often takes place in a narrow reaction zone which 
separates the burned products and unburned reactants [1], and then propagates normal 
to itself.  The propagation rate of the reaction front into the unburned stream is termed 
the flame speed.   In many typical combustors, the reactant mixture velocity is two or 
more orders of magnitude greater than the stoichiometric laminar flame speed of most 
fuels.  A flame propagating in such a flow would be convected downstream and never 
stabilize without an eddy region, or recirculation zone, to anchor the flame.  The 
recirculation zone entrains hot combustion products from the flame shear layers, which 
then serve as an ignition source to the oncoming unburned reactants [2]. 
Recirculation zones are formed by flow separation in several ways:  step combustors use 
a sudden expansion in the flow, swirl combustors use swirling jets, and bluff body 
combustors employ a fluid jet or geometric structure, to name a few.  The development 
of a recirculation zone downstream of a bluff body is shown in Figure 1.1.   
 
Figure 1.1: Diagram of flow over a bluff body.  Adapted from Tuttle [3]. 
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The streamlines depict that some of the combustible mixture that flows over the bluff 
body and ignites in the flame shear layers will then flow upstream to ignite new 
reactants.  This creates a stable flame, anchored to the bluff body. 
The use of recirculation zones for flame anchoring is well documented [4] and currently 
finds industrial application in both ground-based power systems and aircraft engines.  
While the ability of recirculation zones to fulfill the spatial and temporal requirements 
of combustion processes to effectively stabilize a flame is well understood, the 
conditions and physics which destabilize such an anchored flame is still an area of active 
research. 
Bluff-body combustors, the focus of this research, support stable combustion under a 
limited range of fuel distributions for a given airflow.  A variety of effects contribute to 
the deterioration of flame stability at the extremes of a bluff-body’s operational 
envelope.  These include thermo-acoustic instabilities, increased strain on the flame 
shear layers, and enhanced presence of asymmetric Benard-Von Kármán vortices [5, 6, 
7].  The combination of these effects with a dynamic fuel distribution can lead to flame 
extinction, an event referred to hereafter as blowoff.  Figure 1.2 shows a flame breaking 
along the reaction zone due to high strain exposure.   
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Figure 1.2: Flame extinctions. 
Figure 1.3 displays a drawing of the experimental bluff body rig (discussed in detail in 
Ch. 2).  It is clear that the fuel injectors are quite close to the bluff body flame holder.  
The limited fuel-air mixing time inherent in this design can produce undesired, local rich 
and lean zones that further enhance the strain and vortex instabilities discussed.  To 
accurately predict the conditions leading up to blowoff, the physics of these combustion 
instabilities should be well understood. 
 
Figure 1.3: Proximity of fuel injectors to bluff body in experimental rig [3]. 
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Bluff bodies are used as flame anchors both in primary combustors and augmentors [8-
9].  Augmentors naturally operate in vitiated conditions, breathing the combustion 
products of the primary combustor.  Aircraft augmentors are particularly subject to 
dynamic environments.  Lower temperatures and pressures from high-altitude 
operation slow both molecular transport and chemical reaction rates.   Conditions from 
the opposite operational extreme, such as high temperatures, high Mach number, and 
high air flow rates at low altitude, increase molecular transport and sensitivity to 
turbulent effects [10].  These augmentors also experience all the accelerations of high-
speed flight, which can result in fueling profiles with different degrees of stratification.  
To the end of minimizing afterburner blowoff occurrences, this research explores 
various optical diagnostic and analysis techniques to understand the contribution of the 
aforementioned combustion instabilities to the lean blowoff event in a bluff body 
combustion rig.  Studies were conducted with vitiated air flow and stratified fuel 
profiles, mimicking the conditions present in aircraft afterburners. 
1.1 Turbulent Premixed Flames 
To understand the theories governing the lean blowoff process in these bluff body-
stabilized flames, the dynamic behavior of turbulent partially-premixed flames must be 
understood.  In premixed flames, the fuel and oxidizer are in a mixture that is nearly 
uniform in both temperature and composition.  However, it is presently more common 
for the fuel distribution across a second-stage combustor to be characterized as partially 
premixed.  As advances in cooling design and material sciences have been made, 
operating temperatures and pressures in aero gas turbine engines have increased.  As a 
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result, the augmentor fuel injection has migrated much closer to the flame holder to 
discourage autoignition in these higher temperature and pressure conditions.  This also 
decreases fuel and air mixing time, making the assumption of a fully premixed flame 
inaccurate [9]. 
In turbulent environments, the propagation of the flame reaction front can be 
influenced by turbulence, either preexisting in the flow or generated by the combustion 
process.  Turbulent eddies can penetrate the thermal diffusion layer, increase 
downstream mixing, and enhance thermal and mass transport.  As the reaction rate is 
limited by thermal and mass diffusion of the hot products to the cold reactants, it 
follows that turbulence will modify the reaction rate.  Damköhler [11] first proposed 
describing turbulent premixed flames as wrinkled laminar flames whose reaction rates 
increase proportionally to the increased flame surface area due to wrinkling.  Many 
models today still rely on this concept [12-13].   
Flame wrinkling from stretch is a result of the normal and tangential flow velocity 
components on the flame surface.  A general definition of stretch rate at a point on the 
flame surface of area A is given by: 
 
  
 
 
  
  
 (1.1)  
Law [14] breaks up the effects of stretch into two highly-coupled categories: 
hydrodynamic stretch and flame stretch.  Hydrodynamic stretch is a physical 
displacement and warping of the flame surface geometry, which yields an increase in 
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flame surface area and a change in burning rate across the surface.  Flame stretch refers 
to the effect of the tangential velocity on the mass flux into the reaction zone, which 
modifies the temperature and concentration profiles in the transport region.  These 
phenomena are important to this study as they can affect flame extinction by altering 
the time available for combustion to occur in the reaction zone. 
1.2 Bluff Body-Separated Flows 
Flow past a bluff body will generate vorticity above and below the bluff body, opposite 
in sign.  It is well known that in non-reacting flows, the interaction of these vorticity 
regions creates large-scale, asymmetric vortices, termed Benard-von Kármán (BVK) 
vortices, which shed from the base of the bluff body [15].  BVK disturbances are termed 
absolute instabilities because they persist independent of external forcing [16].  BVK 
instabilities are periodic, forming a sinuous wake with a characteristic frequency given 
by: 
 
       
 
 
 
(1.2)  
where St is the Strouhal number, U is velocity, and L is the characteristic length, which in 
this case is the height of the bluff body.  When a flame anchors to the bluff body and 
heat is released, a temperature gradient, and thus a density gradient across the flame 
are naturally produced.  The effect of heat release on the BVK vortex street is shown 
mathematically by the vorticity transport equation below and is well-explained in [17]:    
   ⃑ 
  
 ( ⃑   ) ⃑   ⃑ (   ⃑ )  
 
  
          ⃑  (1.3)  
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where ω, V, ρ, P, and ν denote vorticity, gas velocity, density, pressure, and kinematic 
viscosity, respectively. 
There are many physical processes accounted for in the above equation, namely vortex 
stretching in the first term on the right, a vorticity sink from gas expansion in the 
second, baroclinic vorticity production in the third, and viscosity-dependent diffusion in 
the fourth term.  This shows that the presence of a flame causes temperature-sensitive 
vorticity generation due to dilatative, baroclinic, and viscous effects.  This vorticity will 
compete with the shear-generated vorticity off of the bluff body.  Thus, the BVK 
instabilities in a strongly-burning flame are effectively damped out.  Flames in these 
conditions will be dominated, instead, by Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) shear layer instabilities.  
The flames studied here, stabilized on a triangular bluff body, are prone to both KH and 
BVK instabilities, as shown in Figure 1.4. 
 
Figure 1.4: Vorticity illustration showing the presence of both KH and BVK instabilities in a flow field.  
Adapted from [3]   
Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices are symmetric, locally convective instabilities which roll up 
into tightly concentrated vorticity packets that are swept away from the bluff body 
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surface [18].  These occur in the near-field of the wake, close to the bluff body, at a 
frequency indicated by the expression [19]: 
                  
     (1.4)  
At high Reynolds numbers, KH instabilities clearly have a much higher characteristic 
frequency than BVK vorticies. 
The BVK vortices in a stable, unvitiated flame are damped, as discussed with Eq. 1.3, by 
the effects of a large density gradient, among others.  However, as the equivalence ratio 
of the mixture decreases and the flame is brought closer to blowoff, the flame 
temperature also decreases, which in turn decreases the dilatation ratio across the 
flame sheet.  Thus, in unsteady, unvitiated flames near blowoff, the presence of BVK 
vortices can still be observed [17].  Figure 1.5 shows two LES images from high dilatation 
ratio-flames.  When the equivalence ratio of the flame is brought to a less-stable region, 
BVK instabilities are apparent. 
 
Figure 1.5: High dilatation ratio flames [17]. 
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In vitiated flames the temperature of the ambient bulk flow is much nearer to that of 
the flame, and a smaller density gradient exists between the burned and vitiated gases.  
This environment provides a decreased attenuation of the BVK vortices, allowing them 
to dominate the flame dynamics, particularly near blowoff [20]. 
1.3 Blowoff Mechanisms 
The first steps to identifying the underlying physics behind blowoff were observations of 
transient characteristics in bluff body flames immediately prior to extinction.  Nicholson 
and Field [21], and Thurston [22] were among the first to observe this transient 
behavior, which they characterized as large-scale pulsations or oscillations of the flame.  
One of the first theories to describe actual blowoff mechanics came from investigations 
by Williams, et al. [23].  Williams posited that combustion will desist when insufficient 
heat is transferred from the hot products to the cold reactants to sustain ignition.  
Longwell [24] similarly suggested that the rate of reactant entrainment into the 
recirculation zone needs to balance the burning rate in order to avoid flame extinction.  
This was followed by a hypothesis from Zukoski and Marble [25] that the time scale of 
reactant and product interaction must exceed a critical ignition delay time.  This time 
scale will be related both to the length of the recirculation zone, which is affected by the 
geometry of the flame holder [26-27], and to the aerodynamic and chemical time scales 
of the mixture, which can be represented by a Damkohler number, defined here [11, 
28]: 
    
     
     
 (1.5)  
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where τ flow is the characteristic flow timescale and τ chem is the characteristic chemical 
reaction timescale.   
Another parameter shown to be a significant player in blowoff dynamics is the strain 
rate to which the flame is exposed [29-32].  As local strain rates exceed the extinction 
strain rate, local flame extinctions occur [33].  However, overall flame extinction is 
observed to occur significantly before the average strain rate reaches the extinction 
strain rate [34-36]. This suggests that a large-scale, localized extinction event can cause 
irreparable damage to the flame shear layers.  This effect was put into a more 
comprehensive blowoff mechanism by Chaudhuri, et al. [37].  They showed that partial 
flame extinctions occur along the shear layers due to instantaneous exceeding of critical 
strain rates by KH vortices when the equivalence ratio and flame speed decrease.  A 
cycle of intermittent re-ignitions of the flame shear layers due to flame retraction into 
the recirculation zone and further flame extinctions is then observed.  Chaudhuri, et al., 
write that this process eventually leads to blowoff when the shear layers become 
sufficiently unreactive.  Their work was performed on unvitiated, symmetrically-fueled 
flames.   
This investigation examines the effects of both vitiation and fuel stratification on the 
blowoff process.  It is uncertain whether combustion within the recirculation zone near 
blowoff is a phenomenon that exists in vitiated flames.  To gain new insights into these 
issues, additional diagnostic approaches are explored.  Among these is the development 
of a method that will provide high-frequency temperature measurements in the 
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recirculation zone.  Such data could determine, among other things, the presence of 
recirculation zone burning where visual approaches struggle. 
1.4 Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy 
A significant portion of the work presented here was spent on the development of a 
tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) application for an experimental 
bluff body combustion rig (described in detail in Ch. 2).  This was done in order to 
provide accurate, high-frequency temperature and species measurements of the flame 
near blowoff.  As such, a background of the physics and application of TDLAS is 
presented here. 
1.4.1 Infrared Absorption 
Molecules have a number of different physical means by which they can transition 
between quantum energy levels, thereby absorbing or emitting electromagnetic energy.  
The most energetic nonnuclear transitions are electronic, in which an electron 
transitions between shells, subshells, orbitals, or spin states.  Less energetic transitions 
involve changes in the rotational and vibrational energy states of the molecule.   
Infrared radiation is not sufficiently energetic to induce electronic transitions in most 
molecules.  Thus, infrared absorption is generally limited to molecular species that have 
small energy gaps between various vibrational and rotational states.  It can be shown 
that for heteronuclear molecules, vibrational transitions will always be accompanied by 
rotational transitions [38].  These energy changes couple to produce a rovibrational 
spectrum.  The rovibrational motion causes the molecular charge centers to shift which 
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results in a change in dipole moment, allowing absorption to occur.  It is this process 
that prevents monatomic species like O2 or N2 from absorbing infrared radiation, as they 
experience no net dipole moment change from vibrational or rotational transitions.  
Conversely, heteronuclear molecules like CO2, the species of interest in this study, prove 
to be particularly sensitive to infrared absorption. 
1.4.2 Beer-Lambert Law 
A basic TDLAS setup consists of a tunable diode laser source with controllers for tuning, 
beam shaping optics, a gaseous absorption sample, and a photodiode for detection.   
Typical tunable diode lasers emit light in the infrared.  When the laser emission is tuned 
to a characteristic absorption line of the absorbing medium, the signal intensity 
measured by the photodiode will decrease according to the Beer-Lambert law [39]: 
  
  
   ∫     
 
  (1.6)  
Where I is the measured laser intensity, I0 is the incident laser intensity, L is the path 
length (cm), and α (cm-1) is the absorption coefficient of the absorbing gas.  The 
absorption coefficient is a path-integrated value that will give an average measurement 
across the path length.  It can be calculated by [40]: 
 
        (    )  
√  ( )
 
  
  (   ) 
(1.7)  
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where Ps is the partial pressure (atm) of the absorbing gas, S(T,v0) is the line intensity 
(cm-2∙atm-1) of the transition line, T is temperature (K), v0 is the wavenumber (cm
-1) of 
the transition line center, and V(X,Y) is the Voigt function to account for line broadening.   
Temperature-dependent line strength is calculated with respect to known line strength 
at a reference temperature, T0 [40]: 
 
 (    )   (  )
 (  )
 ( )
    (   
  
  ) 
    
(   
  
   
)
 
 
 (
    
 )(
 
  
 
 
 )  (1.8)  
Where Q is the molecular partition function of the absorbing gas, h is Planck’s constant 
(J∙sec), c is the speed of light (cm/sec), k is Boltzmann’s constant (J/K), and E” is the 
lower-state energy of the transition (cm-1). 
In the Voigt function, the parameters are defined as follows: 
 
  
 (    )
  
√   ( ) (1.9)  
   
  
  
√   ( ) (1.10)  
where αD is the Doppler halfwidth and αL is the Lorentzian halfwidth.  These quantities 
and concepts are discussed subsequently.  
1.4.3 Spectral broadening 
Spectral broadening occurs in a line shape for several reasons [39, 41], including power 
broadening, Doppler broadening, transit-time broadening, pressure broadening, and 
natural lifetime broadening.  However, there are usually only two dominant broadening 
effects in a TDLAS experiment applied to atmospheric gases.  The first of these is 
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Doppler broadening.  Doppler broadening is a result of the random velocity of the gas 
molecules relative to the light wave.  Each photon that propagates through the 
absorbing gas will be red or blue shifted depending on the velocity of the individual gas 
molecules.  As this effect is dependent on the distribution of molecular velocities, the 
lineshape function will be defined by combining the Doppler effect equation from 
classical physics with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [38]: 
 
  ( )  
 
  
(
   
    
)
 
 
    
 (    )
      
 ⁄  
(1.11)  
where ν is the emitted wavenumber, ν0 is the line center wavenumber, m is particle 
mass, T is temperature, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and c is the speed of light.  A common 
quantity used in characterizing this lineshape is the full width at half maximum (FWHM), 
which is given by: 
 
    √
     ( )
   
   
(1.12)  
Combining this with Equation 1.11, the Doppler line shape function in terms of its 
FWHM is [38]: 
 
  ( )  
 
   
√
   ( )
 
 
    ( )(
(    )
   
⁄ )
 
 
(1.13)  
This lineshape function is immediately recognized as Gaussian by nature, and broadens 
as the temperature of the absorbing media increases. 
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The second non-negligible form of lineshape broadening is collisional, or pressure 
broadening.  In 1905, Lorentz hypothesized that if a molecule elastically collides with 
another molecule while absorbing or emitting radiation, the phase and amplitude of the 
radiation can be altered [42].  As the pressure of the absorbing gas increases, the 
number of collisions per second per atom increases and the line broadens.  The 
equation describing this lineshape in terms of its FWHM is given by: 
 
  ( )  
   
  
 
(    )  (    ⁄ ) 
 (1.14)  
where the FWHM ΔνC is defined as: 
 
    
   
 
 
(1.15)  
and Z* is the molecular collisional frequency.  Collisions between some molecular pairs 
will be more effective at broadening than others [38].     
The experimentally observed spectral line profile is a convolution of the Gaussian and 
Lorentzian functions that describe the Doppler and collisional broadening effects.  This 
convolved lineshape, called the Voigt profile, is defined as follows: 
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where the a parameter is a ratio of the Lorentzian and Gaussian halfwidths: 
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Figure 1.6 shows a comparison of a Gaussian, Lorentzian, and Voigt profiles with 
normalized intensity and equal halfwidth. 
 
Figure 1.6: Comparison of Gaussian, Lorentzian, and Voigt profiles 
The Lorentzian function has the broadest wings, while the Gaussian is narrower and the 
Voigt falls in between the two. 
There are various ways of generating the Voigt profile for the purposes of lineshape 
fitting [43-45].  For this work, the algorithm of Liu, et al., [46] was implemented.  This 
algorithm offers an analytical approximation to the Voigt profile by generating it 
through a weighted sum of Lorentzian and Gaussian functions.  Liu, et al., [46] report 
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that the maximum errors of line curve width and area in this weighted sum method are 
0.01% and 0.2% respectively. 
1.4.4 Modulation Spectroscopy 
Common experimental techniques in TDLAS involve the use of modulation spectroscopy.  
This can take two forms: wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) [47] and 
frequency modulation spectroscopy (FMS) [48].  The main difference between these 
two methods is that in the former, the modulation frequency is small compared to the 
line halfwidth, and in the latter, it is large.  The underlying principles for these two 
techniques are the same, however.  In general, the signal corresponding to the output 
wavelength of the laser is modulated at a high frequency, while the DC component is 
tuned across the wavelength of interest.  The signal received by the detector is then 
processed by a lock-in amplifier which simultaneously retrieves the first (1f) and second 
(2f) harmonics of the absorption profile by referencing the modulation frequency and its 
second multiple.  Taking a ratio of the 2f to 1f signals eliminates the need to account for 
the baseline laser intensity, as well as any corrections for photodetector gain and laser 
alignment [49-50].  This method increases sensitivity over direct absorption 
spectroscopy when gas concentrations or signal to noise ratios are low [50-51].   
WMS techniques have been applied to hydrocarbon combustion flames to achieve 
simultaneous measurements of velocity, temperature, and partial pressure of the 
species of interest [52-53].  This information comes out of the Doppler shift, intensity 
ratio, and collisional broadening of the resultant absorption profiles, respectively.  Near 
infrared (NIR) diode lasers are a viable and popular choice with this technique, due in 
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part to their development for the telecommunication and optical storage industries [54-
55].  As a result of this development, NIR diode lasers have become increasingly 
economical and robust.   
In the remaining chapters of this thesis, the exact experimental configurations used in 
data collection for both bluff body-stabilized combustion and TDLAS will be described 
and characterized.  The data obtained from the combustion rig is presented in stages 
along with its primary method of analysis.  The evolution of the analysis methodology is 
covered.  Multiple TDLAS techniques and their application to the current setup are then 
reviewed.  Finally, future steps and developments for this work are discussed. 
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2 Combustion Rig Setup 
Blowoff experiments were performed in an augmenter-scaled turbulent combustion rig, 
shown in Figure 2.1.   
 
Figure 2.1: Experimental Bluff Body Combustion Rig [3]. 
Dry, room-temperature air entered the rig and passed through a Maxon NP-LE duct 
burner, which burned gaseous propane for vitiated tests. Most of the air through the 
duct burner was diverted around a primary combustion region burning near 
stoichiometric and used for dilution such that the overall equivalence ratio was 0.17. 
The gas stream then proceeded through a flow straightener, followed by a Kast-O-Lite-
insulated settling section to allow for mixing of the vitiated combustion products. The 
gases were then accelerated past a seed injector pipe and through a convergent nozzle. 
These sections were followed by another flow straightener and three airfoil injectors, 
where propane fuel for the main burner was injected.   
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The vitiated air and fuel mixture then passed into the experimental test section, 
optically-accessible through a 38 x 127-mm quartz window, where a 9.62-mm 
equilateral triangular bluff body was placed mid-span across the duct (76.2 mm wide by 
38.1 mm high). To ensure gap closure between the bluff body and the quartz window, 
small triangles of graphite gasket were affixed to the tip of the bluff body, preventing 
bypass leakage while accommodating the thermal expansion. A 19-mm quartz window 
was placed on the top of the test section for laser or camera access, which could be 
replaced by a steel blank with ports for a pressure transducer or other probes. 
Downstream of the test section window, five water spray nozzles were used to 
extinguish any propagating flames before they reached the exhaust.  A steel-wool 
muffler was added to the end of the rig to damp some of the natural acoustics.  A 
perforated plate was also inserted into the exhaust pipe to damp an 80-Hz longitudinal 
acoustic mode that is assumed to run from the atmospheric exit of the exhaust on the 
building roof to the flow straightener immediately upstream of the fuel injectors.  
Unvitiated tests were performed in the same rig, but without the activity of the 
preburner. 
The fuel injectors were spaced at intervals of approximately 10 mm (one bluff body 
height).  Each injector was fueled through a separate channel which allowed them to 
produce both spatially uniform and non-uniform fuel/air mixture profiles. The fuel flow 
through each channel was metered by a feedback loop that controlled a pressure 
regulator which measured the fuel pressure upstream of a calibrated, near-choked 
orifice.   
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A row of 1.5-mm holes was drilled along the thickest section of the airfoils for the fuel to 
exit. Experimental testing confirmed that varying the number of holes along the fuel 
struts did not affect the distribution or quantity of fuel dispensed. 
Choked conditions exist when the exit velocity of the gas out of a nozzle or orifice 
becomes sonic, or Mach 1. In terms of the upstream to downstream pressure ratio, 
choked flow occurs when the following criterion is met: 
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 (2.1)  
where k is the specific heat ratio, cp/cv, of the gas [56].  For propane, which has a k value 
of 1.131, the upstream to downstream pressure ratio must be at least 1.73 to reach 
choked conditions.  
Local regulations restricted the pressure of propane flowing into the building which 
housed the rig to 20 psig.  As the rig was exposed to atmospheric pressure, such 
conditions make it impossible to achieve choked flow.  However, for these experiments, 
the calibrated orifices were operated only in a region where fuel flow response to the 
regulator’s input voltage was linear, thus mimicking choked conditions and allowing the 
flow to be well-characterized.  
2.1 Auxiliary Setup 
Two high-speed imaging setups were used (see Figure 2.2).  The first involved two 
Phantom cameras (v12.1 and v7.3) focused on the bluff body from the top and side 
windows. Images were captured at a rate of 5000 frames per second with an exposure 
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time of 200 μs.  The second setup used a single Photron camera at 10000 fps with a 100-
μs exposure time.  A photomultiplier tube (PMT) was focused through an objective lens 
on the bluff body wake. The PMT used a 432-nm band pass filter to primarily collect CH* 
chemiluminescence from the flame. When the luminosity of the shear layers dropped 
below a threshold value for longer than 50 ms, a trigger pulse was sent to the camera, 
which turned off image acquisition and preserved the existing data in the camera buffer.   
In experiments involving the blowoff event, the flame would be brought to extinction by 
holding the air flow constant and reducing the equivalence ratio via fuel flow at a rate of 
approximately 
  
  
 0.01/min until blowoff occurred.  
 
Figure 2.2: High-speed setup. 
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In addition to the high speed video and CH* chemiluminescence data, a Kulite dynamic 
pressure transducer was connected through a port at the combustor wall above the 
bluff body wake to capture acoustic pressure fluctuations. Both the pressure transducer 
and the PMT signals were collected with a sampling rate of 10 kHz. 
2.2 Combustion Rig Characterization 
Various levels of stratification in the fuel profile, termed “fuel gradients,” were used in 
experimentation.  These were achieved by injecting varying fuel flows through the 
separate injectors, while keeping the difference between any two actively fueled 
injectors constant.  The reported fuel gradients represent the difference in injected 
equivalence ratio between the bottom two channels, as computed by: 
 
  
(     )h
 
 (2.2)  
where Φx represents the injected equivalence ratio in fuel channel x, h is the height of 
the bluff body, and s is the separation between the fuel injectors. For most stratified 
cases (ξ=0.50, 0.75, 1.00), the top injector was capped and not provided any fuel, 
keeping its injected equivalence ratio at a constant zero.  Thus, as the equivalence ratio 
in the second and third airfoils varied, their relation to the first was not fixed.  One 
stratified case (ξ=0.25) was explored, however, where the top injector was used, and its 
injected equivalence ratio followed the same pattern as the other two, such that the 
difference between it and the equivalence ratio from the neighboring injector would 
also describe the gradient.  Naturally, for the unstratified “flat” cases, all three fuel 
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injectors were employed and injected with the same fuel flow per side.  Figure 2.3 is a 
drawing of the fuel injector layout. 
 
Figure 2.3: Fuel injector layout. 
In each case, no fuel was injected through the top of the first fuel channel or the bottom 
of the third channel.  That is, fueling was done only between the injectors, not in the 
space between the outer injectors and the chamber.  This was done to minimize the 
concentration of unburned hydrocarbons in the exhaust.    
Fuel distribution profiles were quantified using a Horiba MEXA 584-L continuous 
emission analyzer. A stagnating sampling probe was inserted through a port in the top 
face of the test section, immediately downstream of the bluff body. The fuel/air mixture 
entered the probe and passed through a 31-cm water-cooled, parallel-flow heat 
exchanger, intended to handle vitiated temperatures and cool the mixture prior to 
reaching the gas analyzer. The probe-heat exchanger system was affixed to a translation 
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stage to raise or lower the probe in increments of about 1.5 mm. Data was taken across 
the entire span of the test section, both vertically and transversely, and is shown in  
Figure 2.4-5. 
 
Figure 2.4: Fuel profiles of a flat case and all four gradient cases mentioned.
 
Figure 2.5: Transverse fuel profile across the test section along the span of the bluff body for flat fueling 
conditions. 
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Bulk flow air velocities through the rig were characterized using a particle imaging 
velocimetry (PIV) system. The PIV setup included a Flow Master CCD camera, New Wave 
dual cavity Nd:YAG laser with 50 mJ per pulse, and LaVision 7.0 control software. One-
micron alumina seed particles were injected through a seeding tube in the mid-span of 
the mixing section of the rig, supplied from a separate air stream. Sufficiently high 
particle seeding density within the rig was ensured by manual application of periodic 
forcing to the seeder tube. 
A flow parameter table for conditions that were characterized by PIV in both unvitiated 
and vitiated experiments is given below (all values are approximate): 
Table 2.1: Flow parameters. 
 
V (m/s) Mach Re T (K) 
Unvitiated 
0.0625 kg/s 
23.5 0.068 14502 300 
 
Unvitiated   
0.0720 kg/s 
 
27.8 0.082 17155 300 
 
Unvitiated   
0.0865 kg/s 
 
32.3 0.094 19932 300 
Vitiated (φp=0.17)  
0.0625 kg/s 
53.0 0.097 6668 735 
Vitiated (φp=0.17)  
0.0865 kg/s 
71.0 0.128 8933 765 
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For vitiated mixtures, viscosity calculations inherent in the Reynolds numbers in Table 
2.1 were approximated as [57]: 
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∑  (  )
 
 
 (2.3)  
where Xi is the mole fraction of species i, μi is dynamic viscosity of species i, and M is 
molar mass.  Only the major species (N2, O2, CO2, and H2O) were included in the 
calculation.  Equation 2.3 assumes each species is separate and ignores the effect of the 
interaction of unlike molecules on viscosity, which introduces only negligible error.  
Reynolds numbers calculated with viscosities from vitiated mixtures increased by only 3-
5% over calculations assuming air. 
Velocities provided in the table are averaged across two bluff body heights around the 
center of the duct.  Much effort has been put into creating a flat velocity profile through 
the use of flow straighteners.  However, due to the design of the rig, any significant flow 
straightening must be done upstream of the air foil fuel injectors.  Thus, imperfections 
in the aerodynamic shape of the fuel struts have a prominent effect on the flow 
distribution at the bluff body.  Figure 2.6 shows a comparison of air velocity profiles 
taken by PIV before and after a perforated aluminum flow straightener was inserted 
immediately upstream of the fuel injectors.  Many flow straightener designs were 
experimented with, which generally consisted of perforated aluminum sheets, layered 
to maximize the blockage ratio (Figure 2.7).  The effect of this was increased turbulence 
and enhanced mixing. 
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Figure 2.6: Air velocity profiles with and without flow straightener. 
 
Figure 2.7: Example of a flow straightener tested in the rig. 
Figure 2.6 highlights the effects of the airfoils on the flow, as seen by the three evenly 
spaced dips, as well as the level of improvement that the flow straightener made by 
mixing out the dips to a degree.  The large center dip can also be attributed to the seed 
injector pipe brazed into the convergent section of the rig.  Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 
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show a comparison of vitiated to unvitiated flow and a velocity profile taken with the 
bluff body in place, respectively.   
 
Figure 2.8: Vitiated and non-vitiated velocities 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Velocity profile with bluff body. 
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In Figure 2.8, the effects of the fuel struts on the vitiated velocity seem exacerbated as 
compared to the unvitiated profile.  However, for both cases the peak to peak 
difference around the major dip in the center remains approximately 5% and the peak 
to trough difference is approximately 10%.  
Figure 2.9 shows the velocity profile with the bluff body in place measured just 
downstream of the bluff body trailing surface. The negative velocity in the region of the 
bluff body (-4.8 mm to 4.8 mm) indicates the recirculation zone.  It is evident that, with 
the bluff body in place, the undesired structures shown in the previous figures don’t 
appear to survive.   
2.3 TDLAS setup 
A typical tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) setup consists of a 
tunable diode laser, tuned by the combination of a current controller and a temperature 
controller, followed by beam shaping optics, an absorbing environment of interest, a 
detector, and a data acquisition system (Figure 2.10).   
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Figure 2.10: TDLAS diagram [58]. 
The TDLAS application developed in this work used a distributed feedback (DFB) diode 
laser mounted on a TO5 geometry with an internal thermoelectric cooler (TEC).  To 
convect away heat and allow it to tune properly, the laser was mounted on a finned 
copper heat sink with a carbon-based thermal compound.   
A DFB laser works as the injection current creates a population inversion in the 
semiconductor band gap.  The emitted radiation oscillates in an optical cavity and 
refracts off of a small diffraction grating.  The laser emission wavelength changes with 
the index of refraction, which is modified by temperature.  The temperature is altered 
both by the TEC and the laser injection current.  The TEC affects the temperature of the 
entire laser system, including the diode, casing, and heat sink, and thus produces slow, 
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coarse tuning.  The injection current generates heat within the laser which dissipates 
according to the Joule effect, proportional to the square of the current.  Since the heat 
generated from the injection current is localized to the active area of the laser, the 
wavelength response to changes in the current is much quicker than its response to 
changes in TEC resistance [59]. 
The laser used in this study (Nanoplus 525-2753-2) outputs a center wavelength of 
about 2752.5 nm.  The beam passed through an aspheric collimating lens with a focal 
length of 4 mm, through the absorbing gas, and to a Thorlabs PDA20H PbSe 
photodetector with a 10kHz bandwidth and a wavelength response from 1.5-4.8 
microns.  An iris was also used between the detector and the burner to pass the laser 
beam and decrease unwanted infrared emissions from the flame.  To aid in the 
alignment process, the laser was affixed to three separate translation stages: two for 
positioning and one for focus, as shown in Fig. 2.11. 
For calibration purposes, a 2-inch, stainless steel McKenna Flat Flame Burner was used 
to produce a uniform column of combustion products, with CO2 acting as the absorption 
gas of interest.  The beam passed over the burner within a millimeter of the surface to 
minimize the effects of the ambient air on the temperature of the combustion gases of 
interest. 
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Figure 2.11: TDLAS calibration setup. 
To produce the desired wavelengths, a National Instruments LabVIEW program created 
a triangular voltage ramp that was used as an input to a Thorlabs LDC 500 current 
controller through a DAQ board.  With the coarse-tuning laser temperature held 
constant, the fine-tuning current scanned the laser wavelength across the spectral 
absorption lines of interest.  As this occurs, a percentage of the laser light is absorbed 
according to the Beer-Lambert law and the signal to the detector is diminished.  Figure 
2.12 shows a raw input ramp of 10,000 samples with the output signal from the 
detector.   
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Figure 2.12: Input voltage ramp (left) and detector output with absorption (right) 
Clear absorption is seen from the detector signal as the wavelength is scanned across 
particular absorption lines.  The voltage ramp is offset by 0.8V due to a minimum 
response voltage of the laser which varied at different wavelengths. 
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3 Flame Blowoff Analysis 
3.1 Blowoff Equivalence Ratio Data 
Large data sets of flame blowoff equivalence ratios were compiled for rig 
characterization and to examine trends in the blowoff curves.  The blowoff curves for 
various fueling gradients versus Reynolds number are shown below. 
 
Figure 3.1: Blowoff equivalence ratios as a function of Reynolds number for different upstream fuel 
profiles. 
The equivalence ratios reported in Figure 3.1 represent the equivalence ratios of the 
mixture around the center fuel strut.  In the flat case, this is also the equivalence ratio 
around all fuel struts, but for the gradient cases, the fueling outside the center channel 
follows the schema outlined in section 2.2 of this thesis.   
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The general upward trend with increasing Reynolds number is expected, as increased 
velocity induces increased strain on the flame sheet, which is a major precursor to the 
blowoff process.  The equivalence ratios shown in Figure 3.1 are total injected 
equivalence ratios across the entire test section, not what is present around the bluff 
body.  This can be misleading in the asymmetrically-fueled cases.  As was shown from 
the gas analyzer results in Fig. 2.3, for a given injected equivalence ratio, the actual 
equivalence ratio across the bluff body is significantly increased with increasing fuel 
gradient. 
To obtain a more accurate picture of actual blowoff points, fuel profiles for each 
gradient case were characterized at multiple injection equivalence ratios.  Data was 
interpolated between these points to project profiles for any desired equivalence ratio.  
Using this interpolation, the fuel profiles for each gradient case were compared at their 
respective blowoff points.  The result is shown in Figure 3.2. 
Clearly, the lean sides of the profiles differ by a significant amount, but the rich regions 
are nearly identical in each case.  This makes sense, as it is primarily the physics of the 
richer shear layer which will govern blowoff in the large gradient cases.  This is because 
the lean side equivalence ratio is below the lean limit for these flames and any burning 
is being piloted by the rich side.  Thus, when the rich shear layer blows out, the entire 
flame will extinguish.  
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Figure 3.2: Fuel profiles near blowoff. 
3.2 Transverse effects 
The transverse fuel profile from Fig. 2.4 is highly symmetric with a bump in the center 
which reflects the presence of the upstream seeder tube.  Simultaneous high speed 
videos were taken of the top and side views of the flame using the two-Phantom 
camera setup at 5000 fps.  These were analyzed together to examine any three-
dimensional effects on the flame near blowoff.  When the flame is relatively stable, the 
top images show that the flame is largely two-dimensional (see Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3: Instantaneous chemiluminescence image.  Top image is top view of flame, bottom image is 
side view.  Timer is countdown to blowoff. 
However, when the flame approaches blowoff and Von Kármán vortices more heavily 
dominate the flame structure, the three-dimensionality of the flame becomes more 
apparent.  Figure 3.4 shows a series of 9 consecutive images of the top and side views of 
the flame near blowoff.  
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Figure 3.4: Top and side views of the flame chemiluminescence as it approaches blowoff. 
It can be seen in Figure 3.4 that immediately downstream of many of the advecting 
vortices, the flame pinches off, leaving holes in the flame sheet.  The topside view of this 
behavior shows that in some instances it is only a partial pinching.  That is, the flame 
extinguishes and pulls in on one side, while remaining intact on the other.   
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It was noticed that a gap existed between the bluff body and the quartz window on the 
order of hundreds of microns.  Such a gap would allow air to pass by the end of the bluff 
body and pull into the flame, weakening it on the side shown from the frames above.  
The transverse asymmetries can be an effect of this, in combination with slightly uneven 
fuel distributions and potential three-dimensional behavior of the vortices.  In an 
attempt to weaken these effects, a small triangular piece of graphite gasket was affixed 
to the end of the bluff body to ensure closure of the small gap.  This made the flame 
visibly more uniform spanwise across the bluff body. 
3.3 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition of Flame Images 
To achieve a more quantitative analysis of the high-speed videos, proper orthogonal 
decomposition (POD) algorithms were employed.  POD is a statistical method used to 
reduce large data sets down to their most prominent spatial features, hereafter referred 
to as modes.  Much like Fourier decomposition, these modes are orthogonal bases 
which can combine to exactly recreate the original data.  Unlike Fourier decomposition, 
however, these modes are not restricted to sine and cosine functions, but are selected 
mathematically to best fit the data they represent [59].   
The original data set is described by the equation: 
 
   
  ∑  
   
 
 
   
 (3.1)  
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where OD is the original data or images, i is the pixel count, t is the time step, j is the 
mode number,   
 are the spatial modes, and   
  are the temporal weighting coefficients 
[60]. 
Numerous “snapshot” images are selected from a given chemiluminescence movie to 
represent the data set as a whole.  The modes are then extracted by calculation of the 
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix from this reduced data set.  The modes are 
prioritized by repositioning the eigenvectors in descending order according to the 
largest eigenvalues.  This technique was first applied to turbulent flows by Lumley [61], 
and has since found application in many other combustion-related fields [62-64]. 
A preliminary POD analysis was done on the high-speed videos (5000 fps) from the 
Phantom camera.  Vitiated conditions were run at two different fuel gradient cases 
(ξ=0.50, ξ=1.00). Limited data sets of one video per case were available for this initial 
study.  Roughly thirty snapshot images were taken from the frames of both videos to 
form the POD mode shapes.  The 30 snapshot images were selected to represent the 
large variety of patterns the flame exhibits, providing representation for a strongly 
burning flame, a vortex-dominated flame, the flame at blowoff, and transitions between 
these states.  From these snapshot images, nine mode shapes were extracted, 
representing the ability to reconstruct any of the flame images with 98% accuracy.  
Figure 3.5 shows three original false-color images next to their POD-reconstructed 
counterparts. 
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Figure 3.5: Original (left column) and reconstructed (right column) images. 
 The reconstructed data is a good representation of the original images, but still fails to 
capture some of the finer structures, as is most apparent in the middle set of images.   
This comparison is useful in understanding the level of completeness of the number and 
content of the extracted mode shapes.  However, it is uninteresting from the 
perspective that the purpose of the POD analysis is not to reconstruct the flame, but to 
quantify its dynamic phases, particularly at blowoff.  Thus, a visual examination of the 
POD mode shapes is telling.  The nine modes shapes from the initial vitiated flames are 
shown in Figure 3.6.  
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Figure 3.6: POD mode shapes computed from 30 Phantom camera snapshot images.  
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The first mode, as is mathematically expected, depicts approximately the time-averaged 
flame.  The single strongly-burning shear layer in this mode is representative of the 
asymmetrically-fueled flames.  The second mode displays a clear pattern of alternating 
vortices.  The weighting constants multiplied by the mode shapes in reconstructing the 
flame images can be positive or negative.  This allows for the intense red regions and 
weak blue regions of the image to alternate in adding to or subtracting from the 
reconstruction.  The third and fifth modes also show the presence of Von Kármán 
vortices, downstream of strongly-burning shear layers.  The fourth mode displays strain-
induced flame pinching in the mid-field of the flame.  The higher modes handle higher 
frequency perturbations in the flame and are difficult to associate with any specific 
physical behavior. 
A fast Fourier transform (FFT) was applied to the mode constants to determine 
frequencies at which these modes become more or less pertinent to the total flame 
structure. While some of the modes show no characteristic frequency, many of them, 
including the vortex-dominated second mode, revealed a single broad frequency peak at 
about 1300 Hz. This data was compared with an FFT of the data measured from the 
pressure transducer, which also showed a frequency peak at about 1300 Hz (see Figure 
3.7).  This frequency corresponded to a Strouhal number of 0.23, which is known to be 
associated with von Kármán vortex shedding.  This is in good agreement with previous 
findings [65]. 
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It is also observed that the other pertinent acoustic frequencies seen in the pressure 
trace, such as the peaks at 192Hz and 650Hz, are not reproduced in the FFT of the POD 
constants. This suggests that any acoustic-flame coupling at these frequencies is 
relatively weak.  This will be explored further subsequently. 
 
Figure 3.7: FFT's of POD mode constants and pressure 
Statistical mode energies were examined to understand the strength of each mode as 
the flame approaches blowoff.  These energies were calculated according to the 
following equation: 
 
 (   )  
|   (  (   ))|
|   (  ( ))|
 (3.2)  
where i is the mode, j is the time step, var() is the variance, PC is the principal 
component, and RD is the reduced data (constructed from all modes).  This type of 
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statistical energy reveals the percent contribution of each mode to the total flame 
reconstruction in time.  
Figure 3.8 shows a normalized plot of the mode constants in the 0.50 fuel gradient case 
for modes 1, 2, and 4 over time, leading up to blowoff.  
 
Figure 3.8: Mode energies through blowoff. 
It is shown in Fig. 3.8 that while the flames are strongly burning, the first mode, or flame 
average, accounts for at least 90% of the image decomposition energy.  Decreases in the 
strength of the first mode indicated deviations from the flame average.  As the energy 
of the first mode decreases, other mode energies necessarily increase, indicating the 
onset of more dynamic pre-blowoff behavior.   
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The large dips in first mode energy that begin approximately 30 ms prior to blowoff are 
mirrored by increases in the second mode energy.  Recall from Figure 3.6 that the 
second mode represents a strong Von Kármán vortex street.  Thus, at these points, the 
strongly-burning single shear layer becomes deformed by the absolute instabilities 
shedding from the bluff body.  This is an indication of weakened heat release in the 
flame, which drives the dilatation ratio lower and gives way to increased vorticity.   
Figure 3.8 shows that the flame average then recovers and the vortices retreat.  This 
cycle repeats with the subsequent spikes in vortex behavior increasing in duration and 
the flame average recoveries decreasing in magnitude until the final blowoff sequence is 
initiated.  This occurs when the magnitude of the second mode energy becomes 
sufficiently strong such that it overtakes the first mode energy, indicating that the flame 
structure is now truly dominated by the vortices.   
An interesting conclusion is drawn by examination of the fourth mode energy.  
Throughout the initial oscillations between the energies of the flame-averaged first 
mode and the vorticity-dominated second mode, the flame-pinching fourth mode 
remains relatively unaffected.  In the final milliseconds before total flame extinction, 
however, the fourth mode energy spikes and overtakes all other modes.  This suggests 
that when the magnitude of the Von Kármán vortices is sufficiently high, the local strain 
on the flame at certain points will exceed the extinction strain rate.  This causes the 
flame to extinguish at a point and pinch off, which shortly precedes final blowoff.  This 
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dynamic series of events shown quantitatively by the POD analysis, can be seen visually 
in the flame chemiluminescence from the selection of frames in Figure 3.9. 
 
Figure 3.9: Prominent flame dynamics prior to blowoff.  From top to bottom - strongly burning flame, 
vortex-dominated flame, pinched flame, blowoff. 
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The POD modes show that the flame pinching in these vitiated experiments is occurring 
further downstream than what has been observed in unvitiated cases [66].  A 
comparison is shown in Figure 3.10.   
 
Figure 3.10: Unvitiated flame retreat with recirculation zone burning (top) versus vitiated flame 
pinching (bottom). 
In unvitiated flames, local extinction in the near field of the flame can cause vortices to 
entrain cold reactants into the recirculation zone, which cools the hot products used to 
ignite the shear layers.  This can also cause burning in the recirculation zone which 
further contributes to the blowoff process [67].  In the vitiated case presented above, 
however, no isolated recirculation zone burning is represented in the POD mode shapes.  
This can be explained by the observation that the flame pinching occurs sufficiently far 
downstream of the recirculation zone such that it does not entrain cold reactants, as in 
the unvitiated cases. 
These are interesting observations, but they shed light on some of the imperfections 
and inadequacies of the method that led to them.  At this point, it is uncertain whether 
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the lack of recirculation zone burning in the vitiated flames is due to the vitiation effects 
or to the limited study of highly-stratified fuel profiles.  Also, the POD mode shapes 
were derived from approximately thirty images from a single data set of each type of 
flame.  This may not be enough to isolate every small-time scale behavior of interest in 
the flame. 
3.4 Statistical Analysis 
Although this analysis has been termed preliminary, there is still useful data that can be 
gleaned from it.  The mode energy plot reveals three basic regimes of the flame: 
1. The steady regime where time-averaged behavior dominates. 
2. The transition to blowoff, which is signaled by the onset of more dynamic flame 
behavior, beginning approximately 30 ms prior to extinction. 
3. The final blowoff sequence, occurring during the last 10 ms up to extinction. 
Computational memory limitations prohibit the use of every frame as a snapshot image 
in the POD mode extraction.  These flame regimes help to identify where in time to 
concentrate the snapshot images for POD calculations.   
For the next analysis, a more complete set of data was taken.  Using the Photron camera 
setup, multiple videos of each flame case were taken at 10,000 fps.  Selection of the 
snapshot images for POD mode determination in these cases was based on the 
aforementioned flame regimes, according to the following algorithm: 
1. Every frame in the blowoff regime (last 10 ms). 
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2. Every third frame in the transition regime (from 10 – 30 ms before extinction). 
3. Every fifth frame in the steady regime (from 30 – 70 ms before extinction).   
The same snapshot image selection process was used for each of multiple videos per 
flame case, resulting in approximately 250 images per video.  While multiple data sets 
can offer more statistically conclusive results, they can also pose computational 
problems, requiring greater amounts of memory to handle the large matrix 
multiplication operations needed in these calculations.  Thus, it becomes important to 
include in the calculation only the minimum number of data sets required to obtain a 
statistically converged solution. 
To examine how many data sets (videos) needed to be included in the analysis, multiple 
POD mode sets were extracted from a series of symmetrically-fueled flame cases.  Mode 
shapes were taken using a single data set (250 total images), and then retaken using two 
data sets (500 total images), three sets (750 total images), and so forth.  Correlation 
coefficients of the resultant mode shapes were calculated according to [68]: 
 
  
∑ ∑ (      ̅)(     ̅)  
√ ∑ ∑ (     ̅)   ∑ ∑ (     ̅)      
 (3.3)  
where r is the correlation coefficient, A and B are the images being correlated, and m 
and n are pixels.  The modes from the one-video set were correlated to the modes from 
the two-video set, and the two-video set to the three-video set, and so forth.  The 
purpose of this was to examine, quantitatively, how much the mode shapes change with 
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the inclusion of additional data sets.  The result of this analysis for the first ten modes is 
shown in Figure 3.11. 
 
Figure 3.11: Absolute value of the mode shape correlation coefficients. 
The x-axis in this plot denotes number of flame cases used in the analysis.  Each mode 
extracted from a given number of videos was correlated with the corresponding mode 
from the set taken from one additional video.  Hence, the correlation at the first point 
on the plot is between mode shapes from one and two data sets, the second point is 
between mode shapes from two and three data sets, and so forth.  
An autocorrelation domain is [-1,1], where a value of 1 signifies perfect correlation 
between the data sets, a value of 0 signifies no correlation, and -1 signifies negative 
correlation.  In the case of POD modes, the weighting coefficients that are multiplied by 
the mode shapes to reconstruct the original data can be positive or negative.  That is, in 
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recreating the original data, the mode shape images can either constructively add to the 
total reconstruction or destructively take from it.  Hence, negatively correlated modes 
could in reality be positively correlated with a sign change in their weighting 
coefficients.  For this reason, the absolute values of the autocorrelation results are 
shown in Figure 3.11. 
The plot reveals that the correlations of all the mode shapes converge approximately to 
unity by the fourth data set.  That is, by including a fifth video, the mode shapes did not 
change from what they were with only four videos.  Thus, the combined information 
from four data sets is concluded to accurately represent the dynamics of their particular 
configuration. 
3.5 Analysis of symmetrically-fueled cases 
Following the results of the statistical analysis above, a total of 1000 snapshot images 
taken from four data sets of symmetrically-fueled flames were employed to extract POD 
mode shapes.  The first ten modes are shown in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12: POD modes for the flat-fueled flames. 
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As expected, the first mode again represents approximately the time-averaged flame, 
with two symmetric shear layers.  Also, consistent with the preliminary analysis, a strong 
vortex-shedding presence is apparent in some of the modes.  However, in this case, 
modes 3 and 4 both display vortex shedding, spatially out of phase with each other.  
This allows for reconstruction of the vortex advection.  
Mode energy plots were constructed for these symmetric flames in the same manner as 
discussed previously.  One example is given in Figure 3.13. 
 
Figure 3.13: Energy constants for first three POD modes of a flat flame case. 
Figure 3.13 gives a similar picture to that shown from the preliminary analysis in Fig. 3.8, 
but a more detailed look reveals some interesting features.  Again, the first mode 
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dominates when the flame is stable, while minor recesses in this mode’s energy are 
mirrored by increases in the vortex-shedding third mode energy.   
The fourth mode energy follows that of the third mode and has been left off of this 
figure for clarity.  However, as it visually serves as a compliment to the third mode, we 
expect that the mode energy will do the same; and indeed it does.  A magnified view of 
the third and fourth mode energies reveals that, not only are these modes spatially 
offset from each other, but they are temporally out of phase as well (see Figure 3.14).  
Again, this beating of the modes against each other is necessary to reproduce the 
downstream advection of the vortices. 
 
Figure 3.14: Energies of vortex modes. 
Returning to Figure 3.13, the final blowoff sequence initiates at approximately 15 ms 
prior to blowoff.  Vortex shedding rises sharply, which is followed by a brief recovery of 
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the stable flame behavior.  Finally, the second mode energy surpasses the other modes 
and blowoff occurs. 
This creates interest around the physical behavior of the second mode.  It appears to 
display a relatively weak flame extending to the mid-field of the flow, which suggests it 
is representative of the strain-induced pinching observed previously.  A look at the fifth 
mode reveals burning immediately downstream of the bluff body within the 
recirculation zone, with an absence of flame extending out to the point in the mid-field 
where the second mode flame cuts off.  A more complete picture is obtained when 
comparing the behaviors of modes 2 and 5, as shown in Figure 3.15. 
 
Figure 3.15: Energy of modes 2 and 5. 
Significant second-mode activity begins around 12 ms prior to blowoff.  This suggests 
that at this point, high strain pinches the flame off at midstream, where it continues to 
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reside for a brief time.  The local extinctions from the flame pinching allow cooler air to 
flow with the density gradient and pull into the now extinct flame region.  As this 
behavior continues, the increasing strain on the extinct region forces the flame to 
retreat closer to the bluff body, compressing the length of the recirculation zone.  Then, 
significant fifth-mode activity begins.  Its cool mid-field region and hot near-field region 
allow it to both negate the second mode’s mid-field flame and enhance its near-field 
burning.  A combination of the activity of these two modes provides for the flame to pull 
into the recirculation zone.   
Further indications of this behavior come from an examination of the mode weighting 
coefficients, themselves.  In the vortex-shedding modes, it is expected that the 
weighting constants will oscillate around zero to allow for alternating vortices within a 
single mode.   
 
Figure 3.16: Mode 4 coefficients. 
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This indeed occurs, as shown in Figure 3.16.  This mode oscillates fairly evenly around 
zero for the duration of the flame.  Mode 5 exhibits a different behavior, however, as 
seen in Figure 3.17. 
 
Figure 3.17: Mode 5 coefficients. 
This mode remains negatively biased while the flame is stable, even at the point in time 
in the flame when the second mode becomes more active.  Thus, the minor 
contributions to the flame reconstruction provided by this mode when the flame 
pinches off are additive to the mid-field burning.  To compensate when the flame 
retreats, this mode’s coefficients become positive as it follows the flame into the 
recirculation zone. 
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This sequence of events is best visualized from the high speed video frames shown in 
Figure 3.18.  The images in Figure 3.18 have been selected to correspond with pertinent 
events from the mode energy plot.   
 
Figure 3.18: Flat-flame blowoff sequence of chemiluminescence images. 
The first frame shows that at 12 ms prior to blowoff, strong vortex shedding is present, 
but the flame sheet remains intact throughout the entire flow field.  The next frame at 
10 ms prior to blowoff, shows the onset of flame pinching immediately upstream of 
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each vortex.  At 5 ms prior to blowoff, when the strength of the flame pinching mode 
surpasses that of the vortex shedding modes, the high-speed image shows a significant 
decrease in chemiluminescence in the vortices.  Now, the chemiluminescence emissions 
are largely secluded to the pinched flame.  Finally, approximately 2 ms before blowoff, 
the flame pulls fully into the near-field of the recirculation zone where it resides until 
blowoff.  This event corresponds with the rise in the recirculation zone burning mode. 
Examining Figure 3.15 reveals that there is a clear characteristic frequency to the second 
mode oscillations, while the fifth mode dynamics are not as sharply defined.  This is 
confirmed by an FFT of the mode coefficients.  Figure 3.19 shows the frequency content 
of the second and fifth modes, together with the third mode, which represents vortex 
shedding. 
 
Figure 3.19: FFT of mode coefficients. 
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As previously expected, the fifth mode does not display a dominant frequency, while the 
second and third modes have a peak at 1289 Hz.  This corresponds to the Strouhal 
number of vortex shedding and suggests that the second mode (flame pinching) and 
third mode (vortex shedding) are indeed coupled.  This strengthens the conclusion 
drawn from the mode energy plot: the flame pinching comes as a result of strong vortex 
shedding. 
The pattern displayed in the mode energies (Figure 3.13) and blowoff sequence images 
(Figure 3.18) are found in all of the symmetrically-fueled high speed videos, including 
those that did not contribute snapshot images to the POD mode shape determination.   
3.6 Stratified flame analysis 
To examine the effects of asymmetric fueling on the blowoff event, a similar POD 
analysis was performed on the high speed videos of the stratified flames.  As was 
mentioned earlier, three different fuel gradients were imposed (ξ= 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00).  
All three stratified cases are similar in that they exhibit a single strong bottom shear 
layer, with significantly less burning in the ultra-lean top shear layer.  As such, snapshot 
images from videos of all three cases were used together in the POD mode extraction, 
following the same algorithm of image selection from the three different temporal 
regions of the flame presented earlier.  The results of the statistical analysis of mode 
shape correlations presented for the symmetrically-fueled cases were also followed.  
That is, four videos of each gradient type were deemed sufficient to completely 
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represent their respective flames, leading to a total of twelve videos and 3,000 snapshot 
images being used in the mode calculation.   
 
Figure 3.20: Mode shapes from all stratified fueling cases. 
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The first ten mode shapes are shown in Figure 3.20.  The result is similar to the previous 
cases, in that the first mode is approximately the time-averaged flame, and among the 
next four modes are two phase-shifted vortex shedding modes (2-3), a flame pinching 
mode (4) and a recirculation zone burning mode (5). 
The mode energies for a fuel gradient of 0.75 are shown in Figure 3.21.  This time 
sequence is similar to that of the symmetrically-fueled flame.  That is, vortex shedding 
weakens the time-averaged behavior until flame pinching occurs and leads to blowoff.  
However, other unique results come from a comparison of the flame pinching mode 
coefficients across the various fuel gradients (Figure 3.21).   
 
Figure 3.21: Mode energy for gradient 0.75. 
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Figure 3.22: Fourth POD mode behavior of all fuel-gradient cases. 
As the fuel gradient increases, the time lag between the peak of the flame pinching 
mode and the final blowoff event decreases.  Although the flame pinching behavior has 
previously been shown to be coupled with vortex shedding, the increased longevity of 
the flame pinching mode with decreased fuel gradient is more closely related to the 
lean side burning of these stratified flames.  Figure 3.2 showed that the fuel distribution 
along the rich shear layer of all these stratified flames at blowoff is nearly identical.  
Thus, the dilatative vorticity damping and overall vortex behavior along the rich shear 
layer at blowoff for each of these cases will be nearly identical.  Figure 3.2 also showed 
that the equivalence ratios at the lean halves of the flames varied significantly from 
each other.  In each case the lean shear layer was unable to support a flame without the 
piloting effect of the rich shear layer.  However, the amount of burning in the lean shear 
layer still now appears to have a quantifiable effect on the flame.  The increased fuel 
gradients decrease the fuel content and thus the amount of burning in the lean shear 
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layer.  This makes it easier for the flame to retreat into the recirculation zone once it has 
been pinched.  Hence, once the pinching occurs, the transition to blowoff happens more 
quickly. 
Not only is the time between the peak of the flame pinching mode and blowoff longer 
with decreased flame gradients, but the onset of the flame pinching mode, on average, 
occurs sooner with decreased flame gradients.  This means the phase between the start 
of flame pinching and the end of the chemiluminescence emission in the vortices 
endures longer.  In the ξ=0.50 case, this transition phase is sufficiently long, in many 
instances, to allow the flame to strongly recover from this transient behavior.  A few 
asymmetric data sets exclusive to the 0.50 gradient exhibited this pattern as shown in 
Figure 3.23. 
 
Figure 3.23: Mode energy plot with flame recovery for 0.50 gradient case. 
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As Fig. 3.23 shows, the first mode makes a full recovery after a point in which both the 
second and fourth mode behaviors surpass it.  The rise time of the flame-pinching 
fourth mode during the first blowoff attempt is approximately 18 ms, whereas the rise 
time of the second and final attempt is approximately 10 ms.  The 10-ms sequence is 
consistent with other 0.50 gradient blowoff sequences.  The longer 18-ms sequence 
offers more time for a strong burst of burning to propagate through the pinched region 
of the flame, and realize a temporary recovery.  Figure 3.24 shows a sequence of 
pertinent chemiluminescence images in this recovery process.  In this particular data 
set, recovery occurs when a vortex from the top, lean shear layer curls into the high-
strain, pinched region of the flame, allowing the flame sheet along the rich shear layer 
to reconnect. 
The first frame in this figure shows that the flame pinching behavior is already 
dominant.  In the next two frames, a pair of vortices are shed and then advect 
downstream where they connect, creating an intact top shear layer in their wake.  Then, 
at 11 ms prior to blowoff, more vortices are shed which connect further upstream than 
the previous two, in the former pinched region.  In the final frame, the bottom shear 
layer makes a full recovery, returning the flame to its time-averaged behavior. 
The POD analysis reveals interesting dynamics from chemiluminescence but quantitative 
measurements of temperature and species are also required to understand changes in 
the flame and recirculation zone. 
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Figure 3.24: Flame recovery sequence of chemiluminescence images for 0.50 gradient case. 
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4 TDLAS Results 
4.1 Laser characterization 
Conventional equipment for characterizing the laser, such as a spectrometer, was not 
available in the wavelength range of this tunable diode laser.  In order to understand 
the capabilities and limitations of the data-fitting techniques, certain information about 
the absorption lines must be known, such as their ground-state energies.  Only the 
center wavelength at an unknown temperature of the laser was known from the 
manufacturer.  The manufacturer-supplied laser calibration is shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1: Laser power versus wavelength.  
This calibration was used as a guideline for determining the full wavelength span of the 
laser.  Multiple scans of the laser were performed at various temperatures and stitched 
together to map its full range (Figure 4.2).  The data was processed using a direct 
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absorption analysis as described in detail in Section 4.3.  This was then compared with 
the stick spectrum obtained from the HITRAN database [70], shown in Figure 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.2: Spectral absorptivity across full range of TDL.  Wavelength increases from left to right. 
 
Figure 4.3: HITRAN spectra across full range of TDL [70]. 
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The full wavelength range of the laser was determined to be approximately 6 nm.  It is 
important to note that the wavelength response to changes in the laser current is not 
linear.  According to the Joule effect, the rate of heat dissipation through a resistive 
conductor is proportional to the square of the current.  Thus, the wavelength response 
will plateau slightly toward the top of the current ramp.  This means, simply, that the 
laser mapping will not be able to line up perfectly with the HITRAN spectrum, and 
cannot be plotted accurately by wavelength without additional laser characterization 
which was not available during this study.  As a result, a comparison of these two figures 
yielded a probable identification of the major absorption lines in the laser mapping.    
4.2 Line selection 
The purpose of the development of this TDLAS system is to obtain high frequency 
temperature and CO2 species measurements near the bluff body in the previously 
discussed combustion rig.  Temperature measurements are achieved from a ratio of the 
absorptivity of two lines of like species while species measurements can be obtained 
from a single line.   
The full range of the laser was explored to find two CO2 peaks that would work for these 
measurements.  To identify which peaks were CO2 absorption lines, as opposed to H2O, 
the beam path was flooded with CO2 gas while the detector response was monitored.  
Figure 4.4 highlights the significant CO2 peaks on the laser mapping. 
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Figure 4.4: CO2 absorption lines from TDL spectrum. 
On the shorter wavelength end of the spectrum (left), the resistance to the 
thermoelectric controller (TEC) is high, resulting in little cooling of the laser.  With the 
laser running hotter, it is difficult for the laser-heatsink system to reach thermal 
equilibrium.  As a result, small perturbations in temperature yielded relatively large 
perturbations in output wavelength. Thus, for wavelengths below approximately 2749 
nm, the laser output would oscillate significantly about the intended wavelength.  
Beyond the higher wavelengths on the spectrum, the laser power decayed to noise.  
Therefore, the optimal region to find suitable absorption lines was around the center of 
the laser’s temperature tuning. 
As is evident from Figure 4.4, many of the CO2 line shapes are not isolated and are 
impacted significantly by other surrounding lines, both small and large.  One CO2 line 
that stands out as the most promising is surrounded by two similarly-intense H2O lines.  
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This is fortuitous, as these lines can offer simultaneous CO2 and H2O species 
concentration measurements, and the ratio of the two water peaks can provide 
temperature readings.  This triplet is circled in Figure 4.4.  Note that the spectrum in this 
background does not reach the true background signal; i.e., these lines are 
superimposed on top of the wings of a large neighboring absorption line. 
In order for the two H2O lines to provide temperature readings, they must have 
sufficiently different ground state energies.  In [71], it is shown that the ground state 
energies of the absorption lines must meet the following inequality: 
 
|       |  
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(4.1)  
where X% and Y% represent the percent errors of the calculated absorbance and 
resultant temperature, respectively.  The H2O transitions outlined in Figure 4.4 are at 
3637.152 cm-1 and 3636.232 cm-1 with ground state energies of 325.216 cm-1 and 
1908.016 cm-1, respectively.  Thus, if the absorbance can be determined within 4%, and 
a temperature accuracy of 6% is desired, the maximum temperature to which this line 
pair would be sensitive is 2415 K.  This shows that these lines are suitable for this 
experiment, as their maximum temperature sensitivity for these parameters is greater 
than the adiabatic flame temperature for a propane flame at stoichiometric conditions.  
If this high sensitivity is not needed, the accuracy requirements can be made stricter. 
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4.3 Direct Spectroscopy 
Direct spectroscopy is a simple method in which Voigt curves are simulated and fitted to 
the absorptivity of the experimental data.  This is calculated by taking the natural log of 
the Beer-Lambert equation [38]. 
 
    (
 
  
) (4.2)  
Difficulty can arise when determining the background laser intensity term, I0.  In this 
case, a second order polynomial was fit along the absorption ramp to provide the 
background term.  Portions of the output ramp where the least absorption occurs were 
sampled to provide curve-fitting data for the creation of the background quadratic.  An 
absorption ramp with its associated background fit is shown in Figure 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.5: Detector signal with absorption and interpolated background. 
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The absorptivity is calculated and then fit using a Levenburg-Marquardt non-linear 
algorithm to determine the Voigt parameters that best match the data.  As defined in 
Equation 1.17, a Voigt lineshape is a convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshapes.  
Thus, to resolve a single Voigt peak, four parameters are required: Gaussian halfwidth, 
Lorentzian halfwidth, peak intensity, and line center.  When fitting to multiple peaks, 
each requires its own set of parameters.  However, it was found that the relative 
difference between line centers of the different peaks was consistent across all 
temperatures examined.  Thus, only one line center parameter was needed to describe 
multiple lines.  Relations between the Gaussian and Lorentzian halfwidths of different 
peaks were examined; however, no conclusive results were obtained.  This is likely due 
to the level of noise and background issues encountered.  A return to these studies 
could provide increased performance of the fitting algorithm in the future.   
The Voigt parameters described can be used to calculate the areas under the absorption 
curves.  Applied to a calibration curve, the ratio of fit areas reveals the line-integrated 
temperature of the absorbing gas.  As was mentioned previously, the algorithm used to 
create the Voigt profiles for least-squares data fitting employed a weighted sum 
equation of Gaussian and Lorentzian contributions.  This equation was integrated 
analytically to produce the area under the curves: 
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where AV is the area of a Voigt, m is the peak intensity, CG is the Gaussian weight, and CL 
is the Lorentzian weight.  CG and CL are elements of [0,1] where CG + CL =1 and are 
functions of their respective halfwidths [46]. 
Direct spectroscopy is highly dependent on the background term.  Although a good 
background fit can be produced for the available data, it cannot take into account the 
absorption outside of its current scan that may be affecting the lines within its range.  
This point is illustrated in a comparison of Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.6: Two-peak Voigt fit. 
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Figure 4.7: Three-peak Voigt fit. 
The first (Fig. 4.6) is a scan over the right two lines from the circled region of Fig. 4.4, 
and the second (Fig. 4.7) is a scan over all three.  Both figures display a good fit of the 
Voigt peaks.  In the two-peak fit, data points between the two large peaks were used in 
the interpolation of the background.  This forced the quantity (I/I0) to be zero at those 
points.  It is seen that the simulated Voigt peaks in the best fit curve are unable to decay 
to zero that quickly.  In Figure 4.7, the range of the laser was wider, introducing a third 
major peak on the left.  The points selected for use in this background interpolation 
were between the first two peaks.  This raised the background floor between the 
original two peaks to a more accurate level, but the background between the first pair 
then became incorrect.  From Fig. 4.4, it is apparent that neither of these scans 
determines the true background, which lies far outside this region of the spectrum. 
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It can be shown that the wing of a Voigt line shape will decay to 1% of its peak 
absorbance at approximately 4 line widths from the center wavelength [72].  A review of 
the laser mapping in Figure 4.4 shows that these selected peaks are sitting well within 
four line widths of other significant peaks.  This means that the peaks of interest are 
riding on non-negligible amounts of absorption from other peaks.   
Another source of error in the signal is the infrared emissions from the burner flame 
that are within the sensitivity of the photodiode detector.  As was shown earlier in the 
setup, an aperture was positioned between the burner and detector to minimize 
reception of these photons while letting the collimated laser beam through.  For the 
purposes of the calibration, it was found that this source of error increased at lower 
equivalence ratios.  Figure 4.8 shows the detector output from the flame emissions at 
two different equivalence ratios without the presence of the laser. 
 
Figure 4.8: Detector signal of McKenna burner emissions. 
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The periodic nature of the emissions in Fig. 4.8 is likely due to buoyancy-driven 
oscillations in the flame.  The effect of this flame signal on the absorption profiles will 
vary, depending on the laser power at a given absorption line.  Compared to the scan 
shown in Fig. 4.5, the flame emission signal across the two equivalence ratios shown 
represents approximately 5-22% of the first (lower laser power) peak, and 1-5% of the 
last (higher laser power) peak.  This flame emission signal was decreased by further 
closing the aperture in front of the detector (see Fig. 2.11). 
These sources of error, namely the strong neighboring absorption and the flame 
emissions, contribute to an inaccurate calibration curve.  Figure 4.9-Figure 4.10 show the 
results of the data fitting to obtain integrated absorption areas under the Voigt line 
shapes for calibration.  The data points displayed are averages over multiple runs. 
 
Figure 4.9: Integrated absorption areas of two H2O peaks versus adiabatic flame temperature. 
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Figure 4.10: Area ratio of two H2O lines versus adiabatic flame temperature. 
 
Figure 4.11: Integrated absorption area of CO2 peak versus equivalence ratio. 
The data in Figure 4.9-Figure 4.10 is plotted against the adiabatic flame temperatures of 
the injected equivalence ratios.  It is well understood that there will be heat loss 
through the perforated surface of the McKenna burner; however, these temperatures 
represent a reasonable approximation of the actual flame temperature at this stage. 
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Figure 4.10 shows that there is a definite trend of increasing absorption in both peaks 
with increasing temperature, although this fails at the final data point.  More 
importantly, the slope of increase in the two lines in Figure 4.9 is different, which allows 
for variation in their ratio at different temperatures (Figure 4.10).  The results in Figure 
4.10, however, are disappointing.  The trend is not consistent at higher temperatures, 
and at lower temperatures, the sensitivity is extremely low.  That is, the percent 
difference in the area ratio from approximately 1950 K to 2100 K is only .5%.  
Furthermore, the change in absorption of the CO2 peak across the range of equivalence 
ratios, shown in Figure 4.11, is also negligible.   
The low temperature sensitivity in the CO2 and H2O peaks can be explained by the lack 
of background accountability from a large neighboring H2O line.  The suggested range 
for a laser scan to appropriately account for the background signal is shown in Figure 
4.12, and the pertinent parameters from HITRAN [70] for its major peaks are in Table 
4.2. 
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Figure 4.12: Suggested range of laser scan. 
 
Table 4.2: Selected HITRAN [70] parameters for suggested absorption peaks. 
Lines with very high lower-state energy (E”) will exhibit less absorbance than lines with 
smaller E” *72+.  As is shown from Figure 4.12 and Table 4.2, the H2O line with the 
largest E” is situated furthest from the line with the largest intensity.  That is, the line 
that should have the smallest magnitude of response to changes in temperature is the 
line that is least affected by the background, whereas the increases in intensity of the 
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more responsive line are “absorbed” into the changes in the background signal.  This 
explains the lack of sensitivity in both the temperature data and the CO2 species data.  
As is, this method is unable to resolve the temperature and species concentration 
information desired. 
4.4 Wavelength Modulation Spectroscopy 
Wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) is a convenient and potentially more 
precise method than direct spectroscopy as it does not require the calculation of 
background intensity.  In WMS, the diode laser is driven by a fast sinusoidal modulation 
superimposed on a slower ascending ramp.  This can significantly reduce 1/f noise by 
shifting detection to higher frequencies [73]. 
An important dimensionless parameter in WMS is the modulation depth [73]: 
   
 
    
 (4.4)  
where a (cm-1) is the modulation amplitude and      (cm-1) is the half width of the 
transition.  The work of Reid and Labrie [74] showed that the signal-to-noise ratio is 
optimized at m=2.2.  For the absorption lines in this study, this equation yields optimum 
modulation amplitude in the range of [0.015, 0.02]. 
A software lock-in amplifier is applied to the signal to obtain the 1f and 2f signals, and to 
remove the modulation frequencies using a digital Bessel filter.  The derivation relating 
the respective 1f and 2f line shapes to the first and second harmonic of the signal is 
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given in [74]. Figure 4.13 shows an example of raw data from the photodiode detector 
with its 1f, 2f, and 2f/1f signals. 
 
Figure 4.13: WMS data. Raw signal (top left), 1f  signal (top right), 2f signal (bottom left), 2f/1f signal 
(bottom right) 
The data in Figure 4.13 was obtained using a modulation depth in the approximate 
range specified by Equation 4.4, a modulation frequency of 2 kHz, and ramp frequency 
of 9 Hz with 10,000 samples per ramp (5000 ascending, 5000 descending).  
There are a couple of important points that always hold true for the harmonic line 
shapes [72].  First, for a single absorption line, the Nth-harmonic has N+1 turning points.  
Second, the (N+1)th harmonic is smaller in magnitude than the Nth harmonic.  Thus, for 
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an optimal signal, the first and second harmonics are widely used, rather than the third 
and fourth, for example. 
As it is the ratio of the 2f to 1f harmonics that produce a background-independent signal 
[50], inherent problems come from the data shown above.  The 2f and 1f signals are 
proportional to the approximate second and first derivatives of the absorption profile, 
respectively.  If absorption is strong, the slope of the absorption line situated on an 
ascending ramp will become negative at certain points.  This causes the 1f profile to 
cross zero and creates singularities in the 2f/1f signal, as shown in Figure 4.13. 
These spikes can be avoided by decreasing the slope of the incident ramp, which means 
slightly defocusing the laser to decrease power to the detector, or by tuning the laser to 
position the absorption lines lower along the ramp.  Less laser power means less 
absorption, which keeps the 1f signal above zero. 
Another problem with WMS in this setup is the high frequency response requirements.  
As the ramp frequency increases for faster data rates, the modulation frequency must 
also increase in order for the technique to work.  It was found for this experiment that 
these high frequency modulations produced fluctuations in the laser response that 
could not be simulated.  This laser response is believed to be a result of heat 
management and significant lags in the thermal cooling.  At lower frequencies, the 2f/1f 
profile visually appeared to be more accurate, but it still could not accurately be 
simulated.  Figure 4.14 shows an attempted fit of a 2f/1f profile taken at 9 Hz.  It is clear 
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that the general shape of the 2f/1f profile was simulated, but it was not able to fit the 
actual data.   
 
Figure 4.14: Fit of 2f/1f profile. 
Both direct spectroscopy and WMS are determined to be promising techniques for this 
setup, although each requires further refinement to both the laser hardware and the 
simulation software.     
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5 Conclusions and Future Work 
5.1 Vitiated Blowoff Mechanism 
The principle orthogonal decomposition (POD) analysis presented in Chap. 3 was 
successful in capturing partial and final blowoff events from the chemiluminescence 
images.  Precursors to both lean blowoff and flame recovery were identified.  An effect 
of fuel stratification on blowoff was also discovered in the decreased time lag between 
the peak of the flame pinching behavior and final blowoff with increased fuel gradients.  
This is hypothesized to be due to the decreased burning in the lean shear layer offering 
less resistance for the flame retreating into the recirculation zone.   
In the case of blowoff, the dominance of Von Kármán vortex shedding in the flame 
dynamics was the first major indicator of significant weakening of the flame.  This led to 
local strain-induced extinction, or a “pinching off” of the flame at the trailing edges of 
the vortices – a process that immediately preceded blowoff.  The frequency content of 
these two processes suggests they are coupled. 
When sufficient burning is present in both shear layers, the flame has the ability to 
temporarily recover to its stable behavior after the onset of both heavy vortex shedding 
and strain-induced pinching.  Given sufficient time, a strongly-burning vortex of 
opposite vorticity to that of the vortex which led to the extinct region can reconnect the 
shear layers and allow the flame to recover.  This mechanism describing the blowoff and 
potential recovery process is summarized in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Vitiated blowoff mechanism. 
An analysis was performed to ensure that the data set used in the POD algorithm was 
statistically converged, and able to accurately describe the flames it represented.  There is still 
much, however, that can be learned from these flames.  A more complete comparison of the 
vitiated flames to their unvitiated counterparts is needed.  It is expected that vortex shedding 
has a lesser effect on unvitiated flames, and while recirculation zone burning has been identified 
as a major process preceding blowoff [68], the mechanism that leads to this can be different 
from that in the vitiated flames.  It will also be interesting to examine how the time lag between 
the onset/peak of the final blowoff precursor mode in unvitiated flames compares to that in 
vitiated flames with varying fuel gradients. 
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Future work on the bluff body combustion rig will also certainly include an examination of 
strong acoustically-coupled flames.  Preliminary tests were performed by removing the rig’s 
acoustic mufflers downstream of the test section (see Fig. 2.1).  FFT’s of pressure transducer 
data with and without the acoustic mufflers are shown in Figure 5.2.  
 
Figure 5.2: FFT's of pressure traces with and without acoustic damping. 
It is clear from Figure 5.2 that the muffler significantly damps the primary mode at 
approximately 210 Hz and almost entirely damps out the modes around 100 and 135 Hz.  The 
increased acoustic coupling has not had an effect on the vitiated blowoff equivalence ratio, but 
can still potentially affect the dynamics near blowoff. 
Other future work will also include the testing of new bluff body geometries.  In particular, a 
bluff body that can accommodate the TDLAS experiment needs to be machined. 
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5.2 TDLAS 
The TDLAS system was successfully assembled and the diode laser was characterized.  
Experiments with a McKenna burner providing the absorbing medium were performed using 
various data acquisition techniques.  The viabilities and limitations of both direct spectroscopy 
and wavelength modulation spectroscopy were examined. 
Wavelength modulated spectroscopy is determined to be a potential technique for future use.  
This method is useful as it eliminates the necessity for a background laser signal.  However, the 
laser was not able to respond accurately at the high frequency required by this technique.  This 
caused discrepancies between the expected and actual laser wavelength output during 
modulation in the data acquired, making simulation of the data inaccurate.  Future 
improvements can be made by finding a modulation frequency/amplitude to which the laser 
responds more linearly.  Also, modifications to the laser’s thermal system may aid in decreasing 
the time lag of its response. 
Direct spectroscopy proved to be an excellent method for obtaining accurate data that is 
relatively simple to simulate.  The resulting absorption peaks fit well with simulated Voigt peaks.  
The requirement that the background laser intensity be estimated in order for this technique to 
work caused the extrapolated temperatures and concentrations to be inaccurate; however, 
there was not an appropriate region of the laser scan that could provide a baseline for the 
background function.  Other methods to estimate the background, for example by flooding the 
test section with non-absorbing gases, should be explored.  This method can be improved by 
including the large H2O line which has close proximity to the three lines of interest and is most 
significantly affecting the background signal (Fig. 4.4). 
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The larger H2O peak, with an estimated line center at 2748.701 nm, could potentially be used in 
place of the first H2O line for temperature measurements.  It has a smaller ground state energy, 
which would make the ground state energy difference between the two peaks larger, thus 
increasing sensitivity at higher temperatures.  However, because the line intensity is so much 
greater than that of the second, the signal-to-noise ratios of this line pair could be significantly 
different.  Also, due to the strong line intensity of this peak, at some concentrations it tends to 
absorb more laser light than the detector can sense.  Such a saturated signal would not be 
usable.  If this large H2O line proves to be unusable, it can still be simulated for the purposes of 
obtaining a background signal by scaling it appropriately with the other two measured peaks.     
The reason these opportunities were not explored further is that the laser had difficulty 
stabilizing at this wavelength.  The large heat sink did not allow the laser to reach thermal 
equilibrium without significant oscillations in this range.  Improvements can be made by 
redesigning the heat sink to expand the laser’s stable emission range.    It is believed that a 
modification to the heat sink would make direct spectroscopy the most viable method for this 
setup. 
When the TDLAS system issues are resolved and a bluff body is designed to support it, high 
frequency temperature and species measurements of gases near the bluff body and flame 
recirculation zone can be taken.  This is expected to add significant insight into the blowoff 
behavior presented in this thesis. 
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Appendix A: Pin diagram for Nanoplus 525-2753-2 diode laser 
Figure A.1 displays the pin labeling on the diode laser, and the pin assignments are shown in Fig. 
A.2, along with the corresponding cable wiring.  Color-coding in Fig. A.2 indicates the color of 
the wire insulation. 
 
Figure A. 1: Diode laser diagram. 
 
Figure A. 2: Diode laser pin assignment and cable wiring for current controller (LDC 500) and 
thermoelectric controller (TEC 2000) 
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Appendix B: LabVIEW front panels and block diagrams for curve-
fitting VI’s 
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